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Cybersecurity areas of potential danger

• Viruses/worms/Trojan horses/malware/ransomware

• Attack vectors
• Phishing/Social Engineering

• Man-in-the-Middle

• Weak password or security policies/user complacency

• Physical security

• Software bugs/vulnerabilities



Viruses/worms/Trojan 
horses/malware/ransomware
How do cybersecurity attacks/events work?



Viruses

• A virus is any extra code that is hidden inside an otherwise benign file or 
program which causes some type of unexpected, harmful action, and 
which is triggered by opening the infected file/program.

• The virus is spread by passing the infected file around, often as an email 
attachment.

• There are thousands of known viruses “in the wild”, with many more 
discovered every week.

• They are mainly detected by antivirus (AV) software based upon known 
“fingerprints”, which requires AV software to be regularly updated with 
newest virus definitions database to maintain security.



Worms

• Worms are similar to viruses in that they are small pieces of code 
that discretely enter a machine to infect it.  Unlike viruses, however, 
worms do not hide inside a file/program.

• Worms may produce multiple copies of themselves on the infected 
machine and upload copies to adjacent machines on the same 
network.

• Worms are detected by AV software using the same techniques for 
identifying viruses.



Trojan horse

• “Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth” – Trojan horses are programs 
that appear innocent, but actually have a harmful purpose.  Unlike 
a virus which turns a legitimate file/program into something 
harmful, Trojan horses are designed from the start to deceive the 
user into installing them.

• This is a closely related term to malware, but unlike malware (which 
generally does not cause permanent harm to data/your computer), 
Trojan horses actively corrupt their target machine.



Malware

• Simple definition: mal- meaning bad (from Latin), and –ware from software.  Any 
software which produces an unexpected, negative effect for the device’s user.

• Some subcategories:
• Adware – software which relentlessly harasses the user with unexpected (often pop-up) 

advertisements.
• Bloatware – software that comes preinstalled on a new computer but which the end user may 

have no use for and which needlessly occupies hard drive space.
• Spyware – software that discreetly monitors the user’s activity to collect personal 

information/credentials.

• Malware is technically not a virus, because it doesn’t try to hide inside something 
else, and usually doesn’t cause harm to the target machine or data.  It may be a 
legitimate or useful program, but is also one that produces unwanted or unintended 
side effects.



Malware

• “Free” software sites are notorious for this, especially free PC 
games offered by no-name companies.



Ransomware

• Ransomware is a category of cyberattack where the attacker 
manages to obtain administrative access to a computer system.  
They then deploy a virus or worm to encrypt the data on that 
system, either the entire hard drive or at a minimum files stored on 
the system, using a password known only to the attacker.

• The attacker will then contact the victim to demand a ransom in 
exchange for the password to decrypt the victim’s own computer 
and recover the victim’s own data.



Protecting from harmful software

• Do not click on any link in an email where you are not absolutely 100% confident of 
the source of the message and know that it is legitimate.  When in doubt, open a new 
browser tab and manually type in the URL to the website instead of clicking on any 
link provided.

• Do not download any attachment from any suspect email.  If in doubt about an 
email’s validity, contact the purported sender directly – phone call, creating a new 
email (do not reply directly to the sender of the suspicious message), meeting in 
person – and verify the email first.

• On personal devices, install and regularly update antivirus/anti-malware software.

• To mitigate the potential damage from ransomware, make regular backups of critical 
or irreplaceable data (3-2-1 backup rule), potentially including use of secure cloud 
storage.

• Enable OS features that are designed to protect your PC from cyberattacks





Attack Vectors
How do attackers gain access?



Phishing/social engineering

• Phishing is the act of coercing or tricking a user into providing their 
credentials or other personal information to an attacker.  This gives the 
attacker access to whatever system/network the user has access to.

• Email is one of the most common sources of this type of exploit.
• Phishing attacks frequently utilize scare tactics to compel a user to take 

hasty action, making the user more likely to provide the desired 
information without thinking rationally about the request.

• Social engineering involves using psychological techniques to trick the 
caller into believing the attacker has a legitimate need for the user’s 
credentials/personal information so that the user provides it willingly.



Phishing/social engineering

• Phishing is subdivided into several categories, depending on how 
it is accomplished:

• Vishing – Voice (phone call) phishing

• Smishing – SMS (text message) phishing

• The term “phishing” itself is more recently used to refer specifically to 
attacks via email



Phishing email example



Legitimate email example



























Social Engineering

• Social Engineering is often utilized as a means to phish the victim 
for personal information.

• Actors who are well-practiced at social engineering are very 
smooth talkers and can be very effective at obtaining the 
information they are seeking.

• They may impersonate individuals in authority/superiors within a 
hierarchy of the victim’s organization.



Social engineering video examples



Avoiding phishing/social engineering attacks

• Do not provide secure information (login name, password, etc.) to anyone 
whose identity you cannot personally verify.  Most IT/administrative personnel 
shouldn't need to ask you for this information anyway, so always maintain a 
high index of suspicious regarding this type of request.

• When in doubt about the identity of a caller in this type of situation, hang up 
and place a direct call back to the agency or organization that the individual 
claims to represent in order to verify the need for this information.

• Defer any request for secure access to anything to IT/administrative 
personnel.  This includes anyone presenting themself as a vendor; if they are 
not previously vetted for access to secure locations, do not give them access 
without consulting IT/administration first.



Man in the Middle (MITM) Attack
• In this type of attack, the malicious actor either eavesdrops on a communication 

between the user and a legitimate organization/site or impersonates the legitimate 
organization/site.

• The attacker intercepts all communications sent to the legitimate site from the user, 
including login credentials.

• The attacker then sends back factitious responses to prevent the user from becoming 
suspicious.

• The effect of the attack is that the user believes they are interacting with the real 
site/organization, but in fact they are only interacting with the attacker.  The attacker 
uses their data to access the real site in the user’s place.

• UNSECURED public Wi-Fi is one of the most hazardous potential sources of a MITM 
attack.



MITM attack example



Defending against common MITM attacks

• Avoid connecting to unsecured public Wi-Fi connections whenever 
possible.

• If using public Wi-Fi is an unavoidable necessity, secure your 
connecting using end-to-end encryption; a VPN (Virtual Private 
Network) service accomplishes this for a modest fee.

• Only enter sensitive information (user names/passwords, credit 
card numbers, etc.) into websites that are protected by a secure 
(encrypted) connection (URL starts with https://).



Weak password 
policies/user 
complacency
A chain is only as strong as its weakest 
link.



Insecure passwords
• When a hacker does not possess the password to access a particular 

account, he/she may attempt to guess it.  A “dictionary” attack begins by 
trying the most commonly used passwords first.  The next step will be to 
try common English words (i.e., words found in a dictionary).

• Top 20 worst/least secure passwords of 2019*:

• 123456
• 123456789
• qwerty
• password
• 1234567
• 12345678
• 12345

• iloveyou
• 111111
• 123123
• abc123
• qwerty123
• 1q2w3e4r
• admin

• qwertyuiop
• 654321
• 555555
• lovely
• 777777
• welcome

*Source: https://www.csoonline.com/article/3526408/the-25-worst-passwords-of-2019-and-8-tips-for-improving-password-security.html



Insecure passwords

• We tend to choose passwords that are easy to remember.  Easy to 
remember, however, also potentially means easy to crack/guess.

• Excellent (free) tool to verify the strength of any password: 
https://password.kaspersky.com/

• Ideally, a secure password should contain a combination of capital 
and lowercase letters, numerals, and other special characters 
($,.#@!-=).

• The strongest passwords tend to be at least 15 characters long.



15 CHARACTERS?? ARE YOU CRAZY?????

• An ideal compromise is to instead use a pass phrase.  Phrases tend to 
be easier for us to remember than single “words”.

• Good example: 1L0V3G01NGT0TH3B3@CH (I love going to the beach).  
In this example, the number 0 was substituted for every letter o, 1 was 
substituted for i, 3 was substituted for every e, and the @ sign was used 
in place of the letter a.  Even without using lowercase letters, it would be 
almost impossible for a hacker to guess this 20-character pass phrase.  
Using the password checker tool on the previous slide, it is estimated to 
take more than 10,000 CENTURIES to crack this one using the 
equivalent of a home PC, which is the tool most hackers would have.



Other guidelines to secure passwords

• Passwords (or pass phrases) should be changed regularly.  Under CJIS requirements, this is a minimum 
of every 60 days.

• Never reuse old passwords/pass phrases, nor use the same credentials across multiple sites.

• Never use personally-identifiable information as the basis for a password/pass phrase (e.g., your name, 
birthdate, anniversary date, names of spouse/children, etc.).  One tactic hackers use is to stalk potential 
targets on social media (or employ phishing) to harvest this type of information before starting an attack.

• Avoid common words (dictionary words) as passwords.  ESPECIALLY avoid using any variation of the 
word “password” as a password.

• Secure password managers are a very convenient way to track multiple credentials, and are available as 
smart phone apps, web browser plugins, and standalone computer applications.

• Implement multi-factor authentication (MFA) wherever possible.  This typically involves combining 
something you have (a token, your fingerprint, your phone, etc.) with something you know (a password) 
to authenticate yourself to a system.



Physical security



Physical security

• Physical security involves all of the engineering and physical 
measures intended to prevent unauthorized access to a system.

• Examples include PIN keypads, magnetic cards, physical keys and 
locks.

• Other examples would be locking a computer when it will be 
unattended by the user, restricting access by visitors to secure 
locations only, and positioning computer monitors so that they 
cannot be viewed by visitors.



Software bugs/vulnerabilities



Software bugs and vulnerabilities

• Probably one of the least-appreciated areas of cybersecurity is the 
vulnerabilities that exist in some applications as the result of bugs or known 
glitches in the programming code (or frankly just poorly-written software).

• As exploits are discovered, it is the responsibility of the software’s developer 
to provide updated code that repairs (patches) these vulnerabilities to prevent 
future exploitation.

• Keeping software up-to-date and applying security patches as soon as they 
become available is a task for the end user (or IT) to mitigate these problems.

• “Zero-Day” exploits – refers to exploits of vulnerabilities that occur 
immediately after they are announced, before they can be patched.



Resources
• Cybersecurity awareness education and information:

• https://www.nist.gov/itl/applied-cybersecurity/nice/resources/online-learning-content

• https://www.csoonline.com/article/3340819/7-cheap-or-free-cybersecurity-training-
resources.html

• https://www.cisa.gov/stopthinkconnect

• Password Managers:
• https://www.keepersecurity.com/personal.html

• https://www.lastpass.com/premium-password-manager

• https://www.dashlane.com/

• https://www.logmeonce.com/

• https://www.truekey.com/



Resources

• VPN Clients
• https://nordvpn.com/

• https://surfshark.com/

• https://www.expressvpn.com/

• https://www.tunnelbear.com/

• Multi-Factor Authentication Solutions
• Google Authenticator – free app (available for Android and iOS)

• Microsoft Authenticator – free app (available for Android and iOS)

• Yubikey – hardware MFA (USB dongle)



Resources

• Antivirus/anti-malware software
• https://www.avast.com/

• https://www.avg.com/

• https://us.norton.com/

• http://www.malwarebytes.com/

• https://usa.kaspersky.com/home-security
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